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The ATD Workshop
Series
Whether you are a professional trainer who needs to pull together a new training program next
week, or someone who does a bit of training as a part of your job, you’ll find the ATD Workshop
Series is a timesaver.
Topics deliver key learning on today’s most pressing business needs, including training for
communication skills, leadership, coaching, new supervisors, customer service, new employee
orientation, and more. The series is designed for busy training and HR professionals, consultants, and managers who need to deliver training quickly to optimize performance now.
Each ATD Workshop book provides all the content and trainer’s tools you need to create and
deliver compelling training guaranteed to
• enhance learner engagement
• deepen learner understanding
• increase learning application.
Each book in the series offers innovative and engaging programs designed by leading experts
and grounded in design and delivery best practices and theory. It is like having an expert trainer
helping you with each step in the workshop process. The straightforward, practical instructions
help you prepare and deliver the workshops quickly and effectively. Flexible timing options
allow you to choose from half-day, one-day, and two-day workshop formats, or to create your
own, using the tips and strategies presented for customizing the workshops to fit your unique
business environment. Each ATD Workshop book also comes with guidance on leveraging
learning technologies to maximize workshop design and delivery efficiency and access to all the
training materials you will need, including activities, handouts, tools, assessments, and presentation slides.
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Foreword
In 2002, we launched the ASTD Trainer’s WorkShop Series—a collection of books authored by
practitioners that focused on the design and delivery of training on popular soft-skills topics.
The creation of this series was a departure for us. These workshops-in-a-book were created to
help internal trainers expedite their program delivery by using appropriate and exceptionally
designed content that could be adapted and repurposed.
These topics, dealing with issues ranging from customer service to leadership to manager skills,
continue to be important training programs offered in companies and organizations of all sizes
and across the globe. Twelve years later the ASTD Trainer’s WorkShop Series has helped more
than 60,000 trainers and occasional trainers deliver top-notch programs that meet business
needs and help drive performance.
And while many things about the delivery of soft skills training have not changed in the last
decade, there have been advances in technology and its use in training. So, when we began
talking about how to refresh this popular series, we knew we needed to incorporate technology
and new topics. We also wanted to make sure that the new series was cohesively designed and
had input from author-practitioners who are, after all, the heart and soul of this series.
I am pleased to announce the re-launch of a brand-new ATD Workshop Series. It is only appropriate that this new series is publishing under our new ATD banner. Inside Coaching Training
by Lisa Haneberg, and each of the titles in the series, you’ll find innovative content and fresh
program agendas to simplify your delivery of key training topics. You’ll also find consistency
between titles, with each presented in a contemporary manner, designed by peers, and reflecting the preferences of training professionals who conduct workshops.
We hope that you find tremendous value in the ATD Workshop Series.
Tony Bingham
President & CEO
Association for Talent Development (ATD)
March 2015
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Chapter 3

Half-Day Coaching
Workshop
What’s in This Chapter
• Objectives of the half-day Coaching Workshop
• Background of the Coaching Model
• Summary chart for the flow of content and activities
• Half-day program agenda

This half-day Coaching Workshop will give participants a basic understanding of the Coaching
Model and allow them to think through or practice several of its elements. This workshop is 25
percent lecture and 75 percent practice because the best way to learn how to coach is to either
give or receive it. You will be spending most of the first hour presenting the Coaching Model in
some detail, so make sure you serve coffee! Once the model review is complete, the rest of the
workshop is interactive. The exercises start easy and progress to participants giving and receiving a complete coaching conversation.

The Backstory for the Coaching Model
The Coaching Model used for this course addresses the top needs of performers. It is not a
linear or prescriptive process because a great coaching conversation always starts where the
performer is (not the step in the coaching process where you left off last time). In some ways,
this model might be more difficult for your training participants because it doesn’t offer a simple eight-step list of things to do to be a better coach. Let’s be clear; there is no eight-step list
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of things a coach can do to get better. Coaching is a service-oriented conversation and so must
emerge from the needs of the performer.
If your training participants seem a bit unclear as to what they should “do” when coaching,
reinforce the bottom line—do whatever will best help performers make progress and do it in a
way that maintains the performers’ ownership of their success.
Consider the example of two well-known brands to illustrate the fundamental belief upon
which this coaching model is based. Ritz-Carlton hotels are renowned for their world-class
service. When you stay at one of their hotels, you get what you need, when you need it, from
professionals who make you feel great at every step in the service process. Now let’s think about
going to an Apple Store and signing up for an appointment with a Genius (Apple’s term for
its product experts). When it is your turn at the Genius Bar, you share your issue or question
and the Genius tells you what’s going on and how to solve your problem. At the Ritz-Carlton,
the guest is the focus. At the Genius Bar, the Genius is. Our model of coaching should make
performers feel more like they are staying at the Ritz-Carlton than sitting at the Genius Bar—
high on customized service and low on advice. This is not to say that we don’t all need a visit
to our corporate Genius Bar every now and then—we do. But that’s not what great coaching is
about. In the introduction, coaching was described as a bespoke conversation. That’s what RitzCarlton is known for: made-to-order service. And that’s what your coaches will be known for
after practicing these skills and methods.

A Note About the Presentation Slides
and Facilitator’s Notes
The presentation slides for this workshop have been designed based on two assumptions. The
first assumption is that when you begin delivering this workshop, you will want all the help
you can get! With this in mind, the presentation slides contain many verbal cues to help you
facilitate the course well right from the start. The second assumption is that you will want to
reduce the number of words or slides as you get more familiar with the course. When designing
a course for others to facilitate, I always start with a slide deck that offers a lot of help, complete
with full phrases or sentences (not just bullet points) so that you can convey the idea even
before the material has become second nature to you. I expect that you will, in time, modify the
slides to be less wordy.
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Because the slides contain many verbal cues, the facilitator notes do not contain verbatim
talking points, scripts, or transitions. After more than 30 years of delivering training, I know
this to be true:
Trainers who parrot talking points are not effective.
It is much better to use your own words and even fumble a bit than to use my words and sound
like a robot. In addition, when you need to form the thought yourself, you “think” more about
the content and how it applies to your audience.

Half-Day Workshop Objectives
By the end of the half-day workshop, participants will be able to
• Learn elements of the Coaching Model
• Determine their role as a coach and the role of the performer
• Practice creating effective coaching conversations.

Half-Day Workshop Overview
Here is a quick snapshot of the key sections and timing for the workshop. Print this page out
and have it with you at the front of the classroom. Add a third column with your start time, end
times, and milestones in between for easy reference and workshop pacing.
TOPICS

TIMING

Workshop Setup

60 minutes

Welcome and Introductions

10 minutes

Opener: My Coaching Story

10 minutes

What Is Coaching?

10 minutes

Coaching Model Overview

5 minutes

Coaching Roles: Coach and Performer

5 minutes

Coachability Skills

5 minutes

Conversation Skills

5 minutes

Perspective Skills

5 minutes

Progress Skills

5 minutes

Let’s Practice

2 minutes

Learning Activity 4: Listen Deeply

18-20 minutes

BREAK

10 minutes

Learning Activity 6: Uncoachability Triggers/Assessment 2

15 minutes
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Learning Activity 9: Creating Pull

15 minutes

Learning Activity 12: Critical Thinking Exercise

40 minutes

BREAK

10 minutes

Seek Coaching

5 minutes

Learning Activity 13: Final Practice Coaching Session

55-60 minutes

Wrap-Up and Review

5 minutes

Closing and Next Steps

5 minutes

TOTAL (without setup)

240 minutes (4 hours)

Half-Day Workshop Agenda
The detailed agenda that follows will be your guide to leading the course. Use it in conjunction
with the facilitator instructions found in Chapter 12: Learning Activities.

Half Day: (8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.)
TIME

SLIDES

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Workshop Setup

Before the
Workshop

Set up the room so that participants are seated in
groups of 4 to 6 people.

(at least 60
minutes)

Ensure you have all your handouts copied and
other supplies. Place sticky notes, pens, and
markers in the middle of each table.
Arrange for any food and beverages. It is nice
to have a bowl of hard candy in the middle of
each table. (You may want to include a sugar-free
option as well.)

8:00 a.m.
(10 min)

Slide 1

Welcome and Introductions

Welcome everyone as they arrive. Briefly
introduce yourself.
(Slide 1 of 2)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 2

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Welcome and Introductions

Review the objectives for the workshop. Set the
stage for it to be participative and immediately
applicable when participants go back to their
workplaces.
If you have favorite ground rules that you use
for other courses, feel free to share them here.
Otherwise, go over basic expectations and
logistics (restrooms, exits, no texting, and so on).
(Slide 2 of 2)
8:10 a.m.

Slide 3

(10 min)

Opener: My Coaching Story

Use the prompts on the slide to conduct the
opening icebreaker. Start by sharing a goal you
would like to discuss with a coach so that you can
establish the idea that everyone can and should
seek coaching, even the highest performers.
Then ask participants to discuss their answers to
these prompts with the people at their table.
Once you have given each group time to
introduce themselves and discuss the prompts
(about 10 minutes), ask participants to share a
few examples of coaching goals with the whole
group.

8:20 a.m.

Slide 4

Learning Content/Lecture
What Is Coaching?

(10 min)

Use this slide to begin the discussion of what we
mean by coaching in this workshop. Many people
are confused by the term coaching. Feel free to
adjust these terms to fit your work culture.
(Slide 1 of 3)
Slide 5

Learning Content/Lecture
What Is Coaching?

Present the basic definition of coaching we will
be using in this workshop.
Share that you will be introducing Key
Distinctions throughout the course. These are
the fundamental beliefs on which the workshop
is built.
(Slide 2 of 3)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 6

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
What Is Coaching?

Share your enthusiasm for great coaching with
your participants as a very unique and helpful
endeavor. Assure them that anyone can learn to
be a great coach.
(Slide 3 of 3)
8:30 a.m.

Slide 7

Learning Content/Lecture
Coaching Model Overview

(5 min)

This segment of the workshop will begin the
detailed review of the model. That said, move
through the slides pretty quickly. The later
exercises will help bring the more difficult
concepts to life.
(Slide 1 of 2)
Slide 8

Learning Content/Lecture
Coaching Model Overview
• Handout 1: Coaching Model

Introduce the Coaching Model (Handout 1) and
share some initial thoughts on it.
Great coaching is not about certification or
following some prescribed process. Based on
our definition, a prescribed process would not
work because the performer might actually need
something different than the process can give. So,
the model here is both more difficult (checklists
are easier) and less difficult (no set practices). It
focuses on great coaching—those behaviors and
practices that enable great coaches to make a big
impact on performers and teams.
(Slide 2 of 2)
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TIME
8:35 a.m.

SLIDES
Slide 9

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
Coaching Roles: Coach and Performer

(5 min)

• Handout 2: Coaching Roles

Begin the review of the model with roles.
Clarify that you will be calling the players coaches
and performers rather than terms such as protégé
or coachee. Performer places the emphasis in
the right place—on the person receiving the
coaching, not the coach.
(Slide 1 of 4)
Slide 10

Learning Content/Lecture
Coach’s Role

Review the coach’s role. The bolded items are the
most important. The other attributes are nice
and help, but service orientation and showing
interest are the bottom line of coaching. If
coaches only did these things, they would be
successful.
(Slide 2 of 4)
Slide 11

Learning Content/Lecture
Performer’s Role

The purpose of learning the performer’s role is
two-fold. First, coaches need to recognize when
coaching will and will not be effective. Second, all
coaches are also performers, and they need to be
open and coachable in that role as well.
Review the performer’s role requirements on
slide. Items in bold type are the most important.
(Slide 3 of 4)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 12

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Discussion
Performer’s Role

You don’t want to let coaches off the hook for
coaching even if the performer is not doing his
or her part. Coaches should still be proactive and
try.
Lead a brief group discussion around questions
on slide. Remind participants that if the
performer does not pull into the discussion, even
after the coach encourages him or her to open
up, then maybe the time or circumstance is not
right for coaching.
(Slide 4 of 4)
8:40 a.m.

Slide 13

Learning Content/Lecture
Coachability Skills

(5 min)

Now that participants have a greater understanding
about the two roles in the coaching model, move
to the four key coaching skills: coachability,
conversation, perspective, and progress.
This next section drills down into coachability.
(Slide 1 of 5)
Slide 14

Learning Content/Lecture
Coachability Skills

Use the details on the slides in this section
to ensure that participants understand the
definition of the first of the essential coaching
skills: coachability.
It is important to clarify that coachability is not
a permanent condition. People can change how
open or closed to coaching they are in an instant.
To help explain further, share an example: A
speaker addressing a group of hospital leaders was
being received very well until she showed she had
not done her research of their industry and failed
to tie her suggestion to their workplace reality
(suggesting they let everyone work any hours they
wanted in a busy, structured hospital setting). In
that instant, the speaker turned off a number of
participants and they became uncoachable.
(Slide 2 of 5)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 15

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
Coachability Skills

Coachability may be a new term for some of your
participants, so it can be very helpful to share
what it looks like in practice. It is easy to spot if
you know what to look for.
(Slide 3 of 5)
Slide 16

Learning Content/Lecture
Coachability Skills

Now share what uncoachability looks like.
There are so many things that affect whether
a performer is coachable. Coaches can learn
to observe uncoachability triggers in their
performers and then create an environment that
interests and engages them. (Note: We will do an
exercise on triggers later.)
(Slide 4 of 5)
Slide 17

Learning Content/Discussion
Coachability Skills

Emphasize that helping performers be more
coachable is a core responsibility for coaches. In
fact, it might be the most important thing they
do.
(Slide 5 of 5)
8:45 a.m.

Slide 18

(5 min)

Learning Content/Lecture
Conversation Skills

Transition discussion to the conversation
quadrant of the model—the engine for coaching.
(Slide 1 of 6)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 19

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
Conversation Skills

The essential coaching skill of conversation
includes two key behaviors: deep listening and
inquiry. Discuss inquiry in this section and let
participants know that they will get a chance to
practice deep listening later in the workshop.
(Slide 2 of 6)
Slide 20

Learning Activity/Lecture
Conversation Skills

Coaching is either listening or asking questions,
so it is important to help coaches ask better
questions. Inquiry conversations are appropriate
when performers have a goal or interest and
express some commitment and ownership.
(Slide 3 of 6)
Slide 21

Learning Activity/Lecture
Conversation Skills

Participants will likely be familiar with the
difference between closed and open-ended
questions. Remind them that great questions are
open ended and provoke bigger thinking.
Share some examples of unhelpful questions,
which are generally too narrow, obvious, or
patronizing:
• Do you want your team to listen to you?
• Are you committed to do what it takes?
• Are you comfortable with that?
(Slide 4 of 6)
Slide 22

Learning Activity/Lecture
Conversation Skills

Use this slide to share examples of better
questions.
(Slide 5 of 6)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 23

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Activity/Lecture
Conversation Skills

The most common coaching conversation pitfall
is getting in the way of the performer’s discovery.
Have some fun discussing the pitfalls of inquiry.
Most people will be able to relate to these
behaviors, especially as performers.
(Slide 6 of 6)
8:50 a.m.

Slide 24

Learning Content/Lecture
Perspective Skills

(5 min)

Use this slide to transition to the next quadrant
of the Coaching Model, which is perspective—
taming the “meaning-making” machine.
(Slide 1 of 4)

Slide 25

Learning Content/Lecture
Perspective Skills

This can be the toughest or the easiest section of
the workshop to facilitate, depending on how you
approach it. Here’s the easy way: Help coaches
see that often the most valuable thing they can
do is help performers see their situations a bit
differently. That’s what the model means by
perspective—the way people look at and evaluate
their circumstances, challenges, or opportunities.
Don’t worry about spending too much time
explaining it. Let the coaching practice session
later in the workshop do the heavy lifting to
help participants understand how they can help
performers improve their perspectives.
(Slide 2 of 4)
Slide 26

Learning Content/Lecture
Perspective Skills

Use slide to review the reasons why performers
often lack perspective.
(Slide 3 of 4)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 27

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
Perspective Skills

Use slide to review how coaches can help
performers gain perspective.
(Slide 4 of 4)

8:55 a.m.

Slide 28

Learning Content/Lecture
Progress Skills

(5 min)

The final quadrant of the Coaching Model
is progress—intentions require it to become
accomplishments.
For coaches, this can be a tricky part of
coaching because if the performer owns the
discussion, how can coaches help hold him or her
accountable?
This is a good question to explore because if
ensuring progress is done poorly, it can turn
into the reason performers disengage from the
coaching.
Take some time to go over the slides in this
section, sharing your own examples.
(Slide 1 of 5)
Slide 29

Learning Content/Lecture
Progress Skills

Define progress in coaching. It can be a powerful
tool in the coaching toolkit. Review three ways
that coaches can enable progress:
• Helping performers create action plans
• Managing agreements
• Inspiring action.
(Slide 2 of 5)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 30

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Content/Lecture
Progress Skills

There are many ways to help performers create
action plans, but not all are ideal. Share examples
on the slide of what works and what doesn’t.
(Slide 3 of 5)

Slide 31

Learning Content/Lecture
Progress Skills

Lead a discussion of how to use great questions
to help performers move forward on their action
plans.
(Slide 4 of 5)

Slide 32

Learning Content/Lecture
Coaching Model Wrap-Up

Having covered the final essential coaching
skill, briefly review the whole model once again.
It explores two roles (coach and performer)
and four essential coaching skills (coachability,
conversation, perspective, and progress). Great
coaching focuses on those behaviors and
practices that make a big impact.
(Slide 5 of 5)
9:00 a.m.

Slide 33

(2 min)

Chapter 3: Half-Day Coaching Workshop

Let’s Practice

Let participants know that you are shifting gears
to the interactive portion of the workshop.
Participants will be focusing their practice on a
few of the most important aspects of coaching:
listening deeply, uncoachability triggers,
conversations that create pull, critical thinking
skills, and an actual coaching session.
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TIME
9:02 a.m.

SLIDES
Slide 34

(18-20 min)

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Activity 4: Listen Deeply

This fun, interactive activity helps participants
practice showing interest in others and giving
others their full attention—in other words, deep
listening. As a facilitator, make sure that you have
given deep listening a try so you can share your
personal experiences with the participants.
Use this slide to help guide the exercise for the
participants. The learning activity provides the
full instructions for facilitation.
(Slide 1 of 2)
Slide 35

Learning Activity 4: Listen Deeply

Use the processing questions on this slide to get
a feel for whether the participants went deep
enough in the activity.
You might hear some say that deep listening
feels intimate and perhaps uncomfortable in
the workplace. Deep listening is intimate, so
we want to be careful not to go to the point of
being creepy or making people squirm. We do,
however, want to show our undivided attention
and interest, which is very uncommon in the
workplace. Deep listening is the foundation of
great coaching.
(Slide 2 of 2)
9:20 a.m.

Slide 36

Break

(10 min)
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TIME
9:30 a.m.

SLIDES
Slide 37

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Activity 6: Uncoachability Triggers
• Assessment 2: Uncoachability Triggers
Checklist

(15 min)

It is natural that we are coachable some of the
time and uncoachable others. This short exercise
will help participants build self-awareness of
situations that tend to affect their coachability.
If they can acknowledge their triggers, they can
catch and prevent themselves from becoming
uncoachable. Noticing triggers in themselves will
also help them identify them in their performers.
9:45 a.m.

Slide 38

Learning Activity 9: Creating Pull
• Handout 3: Conversation Characteristics That
Create Pull

(15 min)

This activity will help participants explore
ways to increase performer engagement and
ownership through techniques that use pull
rather than push practices.
As a lead-in to the activity, pass out the handout
and review the conversation characteristics that
create pull. You will see “lightbulbs” go on for
your participants. This will be especially true
for managers, who will see how helpful these
characteristics are for team discussions.
(Slide 1 of 2)
Slide 39

Learning Activity 9: Creating Pull
• Handout 3: Conversation Characteristics That
Create Pull

To facilitate the exercise, follow instructions in
the learning activity and refer participants to the
slide. Debrief the activity with the group using
discussion questions in the learning activity.
(Slide 2 of 2)
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TIME
10:00 a.m.

SLIDES
Slide 40

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Activity 12: Critical Thinking Exercise
• Handout 6: Critical Thinking Worksheet

(40 min)

This exercise helps participants clarify what the
model means by perspective and what it looks
like in practice.
Follow instructions in the learning activity to
facilitate this exercise.
(Slide 1 of 2)
Slide 41

Learning Activity 12: Critical Thinking Exercise

To test participants’ understanding of the
concepts of perspective and its relation to critical
thinking, lead a discussion debriefing Learning
Activity 12 using the discussion questions in the
learning activity and on the slide.
(Slide 2 of 2)
10:40 a.m.

Slide 42

Break

Slide 43

Learning Content/Content

(10 min)

10:50 a.m.
(5 min)

Seek Coaching

Put simply, great coaches seek coaching. Share
these two techniques for seeking coaching: 1) be
willing to go first, and 2) be genuinely thankful.
Review sample opening lines they can use to
request coaching. This discussion will help
provide a lead-in to the practice coaching session.
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TIME
10:55 a.m.

SLIDES
Slide 44

(55-60 min)

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Learning Activity 13: Final Practice Coaching
Session
• Handout 4: My Coaching Worksheet
• Handout 7: Practice 2 Coaching Worksheet
• Handout 2: Coaching Roles

This final practice session will bring together
everything the participants have learned in the
workshop. It requires them, as coaches, to listen
deeply, create pull, ask great questions, improve
coachability, provide perspective, and ensure
performer progress—the complete Coaching
Model.
To facilitate this exercise, follow the instructions
in the learning activity for the short version of
the workshop.
When you process this activity, ask participants
how they feel about coaching now compared
with before the workshop. Use debriefing
questions from the learning activity to help lead
the conversation.
11:50 a.m.

Slide 45

(5 min)

Wrap-Up and Review

Because participants just completed a long
practice session, the closing does not need to
include action planning.
Remind the participants of the journey they
have gone through together to explore coaching.
Start with the Coaching Model and its roles and
essential coaching skills.
(Slide 1 of 5)
Slide 46

Wrap-Up and Review

Review the objectives and ask participants how
they think they did.
(Slide 2 of 5)
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TIME

SLIDES
Slide 47

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Wrap-Up and Review

Revisit the definition of coaching developed
during the course of the workshop. Encourage
them to explore how their ideas about coaching
have changed throughout the class.
(Slide 3 of 5)

Slide 48

Wrap-Up and Review

Stoke their enthusiasm for great coaching as a
very unique and helpful endeavor.
(Slide 4 of 5)

Slide 49

Wrap-Up and Review

Assure them that anyone can learn to be a coach
and that this workshop is a substantial start on
their journey toward being great coaches.
(Slide 5 of 5)

11:55 a.m.

Slide 50

Closing and Next Steps

(5 min)

• Handout 10: Workshop Evaluation Form

End 12:00 p.m.

Close the workshop with a couple of suggestions
about how to get more practice as a coach and
performer.
Share any final details and follow-up plans
(highly recommended). See Chapters 10 and 11
for ideas to follow up the training with support
and activities.
Be open to answering any final questions on
coaching or the concepts presented in the
workshop.
Conduct workshop evaluations. Remind
participants that their insights help facilitators
get better. Use Handout 10 or your own preferred
form.
(Slide 1 of 2)
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TIME

SLIDES

TRAINING ACTIVITY AND NOTES
Closing and Next Steps

Slide 51

And, finally, encourage participants to take a few
moments to thank their peer coaches. That was
real coaching—they should use it.
Thank them for their participation and wish
them best of success in their coaching!
(Slide 2 of 2)

Key Points
• This half-day course provides a solid introduction to coaching.
• The learning activities and practice sessions are designed to help participants feel
more confident and comfortable initiating and navigating service-oriented coaching
discussions.
• The course also explores how to help coaches be more receptive to coaching so that they
can be more effective in the performer role.

What to Do Next
• Determine the schedule for training classes; reserve location and any catering you may
wish to provide.
• Identify and invite participants.
• Inform participants about pre-work if you will be using it in the class.
• Review the workshop objectives, activities, and handouts to plan the content you will use.
• Prepare copies of the participant materials and any activity-related “extras.” Refer to
Chapter 15 for information on how to access and use the supplemental materials provided for this workshop.
• Gather any “fidgets” (quiet toys such as chenille stems, koosh balls, and so on) to place
on the tables for your participants. See Chapter 8 for other ideas to enhance the learning
environment of your workshop.
• Prepare yourself both emotionally and physically. Make sure you have taken care of any
scheduling conflicts or personal challenges (as best you can), so that you can be fully
present to facilitate the class.
• Get a good night’s sleep before you facilitate your workshop so that you have the energy
and focus to deliver a great class!

Buy This Book
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